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This is a follow up post to my conspiracy theory on the moderators on reddit that are in control of the 
main coronavirus subreddits, mainly u/CLO_Junkie. Please consider that my original post is basically 
part 1 and I encourage you to read it here before continuing so you are more informed.

Event 201 took place on October 18th, 2019. Event 201 is a high-level pandemic exercise that took 
place in New York, NY. The exercise illustrated areas where public/private partnerships will be 
necessary during the response to a severe pandemic in order to diminish large-scale economic and 
societal consequences. It was hosted by the John Hopkins Center for Health Security in partnership 
with the World Economic Forum and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. More can be found on 
event 201 here

On that same day, CISM Military World Games held an opening ceremony in Wuhan, China. It’s the 
largest military sports event held in China and consists of 10,000 military athletes from 110 different 
nations. More on that here

Fast forward 6 weeks later and we have the first reported case of coronavirus infection which was on 
December 1st, 2019. While the incubation period is estimated to be 14 days, there are multiple reports 
that say it may be much longer. It also seems to depend on the person as some will have less of an 
incubation period than others.

Now go back 6 weeks to October 18th. One day after event 201 u/CLO_Junkie created a reddit 
account. Since my original post about the moderators on the main coronavirus subreddits, the 
censorship and suppression of information from regular users on those subreddits has only become 
worse. Ironically, so has the censorship on social media overall which there is the reason behind that 
below.

The WHO stated that they will be asking Google, Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, and others to heavily 
moderate what information comes out on the virus. They only want you to read the information that 
they put out themselves. For instance if your search coronavirus on twitter the first thing that will pop 
up at the top is a message from the WHO directing you to read the facts from the CDC.  Also, there is 
the WHO banner that is now appearing under most coronavirus youtube videos … not to mention that 
those youtube videos no matter how scientific and fact based … are being demonitized. So no matter 
how real you thought that video of the piles of bodies you saw in a van or hospital in China are, the 
WHO considers it fake news. The WHO continues to praise China for their efforts in controlling the 
virus.

Now what are the chances that...
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2. The same day 10,000 military members from 110 nations are in Wuhan, ground zero of the 
outbreak

3. u/CLO_Junkie   makes a reddit account one day after, makes one post, and then lays doormat for 
months until almost insantly taking control of all subreddits on the coronavirus once 
mainstream news of the virus appears. Then works 24/7 to heavily moderate and suppress the 
information of all users on what’s going on in China.

4. The first case of coronavirus   is filed on December 1st, 6 weeks after these events, with the 
patient having zero connection with the Wuhan Market but was living in Wuhan...

To me and this is just my opinion. There is something behind this virus. Based on my findings and the 
evidence, this is a man made bioweapon that was intentionally released into the public in Wuhan, China
during the CISM Military World Games. Some high power people (globalists) or maybe even another 
nations military or someone at the very least … saw this as a the perfect covert opportunity to spread 
the virus in China. Why China? Well there are many reasons. China has some of the worst health 
problems in the world with over one million people dying each year just to air pollution alone, not to 
mention half their water supply being contaminated.

Depending on how it was released into the public (whether it was intentionally given to one person or 
released in the air, food, ect) it may have taken some time (the 6 weeks) until the first victim became ill
enough to seek medical treatment.

Take this with a grain of salt but there are way too many coincidences happening at the same time in 
the same place.

Also, this whole outbreak was pretty much predicted in the 1981 novel “The Eyes of Darkness”

Is someone playing event 201 in real life? This novel may have helped sparked their idea of the starting
location and the events that shortly followed...

For more updates on this and the virus please join me here
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